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THE STRONG INDEPENDENCE OF SUBSTITUTION
AMD HOMOMORPHIC REPUCATION (•)

by S. A. GREIBACH (*)

Communicated by R. V. BOOK

Abstract. — The opérations of homomorphic repHcation and substitution are strongly independent
forfull semiAFLs in the sense that if ££ is afull semiAFL closed under neither homomorphic repHcation
nor substitution, then the closure of ^ under homomorphic repHcation («&,(&)) is incomparable with
the closure of <£ under substitution {Jta(<£)). The leastfull AFL containing afull semiAFL ££ and
closed under homomorphic repHcation (J%(.j£?)) is closed under substitution if and only if either
S£ s #r(REGL) (REGL is the famüy of regular languages) or <£ =Jlr{3?) = #r{&)=Jia{S?).

1. The opération of homomorphic replication (first introduced in [13]) has been
used in se ver al recent papers, [3, 4, 5,17,19, 26, 27] to characterize a variety of
classes of languages arising naturally in different situations — machines,
grammars, string relations, complexity classes, etc. For example, the class of
finite reversai checking automaton languages is the closure of the regular sets
under homomorphic replication and also the closure of the regular sets under
itération of controls on linear context-free grammars [17, 19]. The class of
recursively enumerable languages is the smallest class of languages containing
the regular sets and closed under intersection and homomorphic replication [3],

The opération of substitution and some of its extensions and restrictions (such
as nested iterated substitution [20], iterated substitution [2, 31], and
insertion [21]) have also proved usefuL For example, the class of dérivation
bounded languages is the substitution closure of the class of linear context-free
languages [14].

Both substitution and homomorphic replication are syntactic operators in the
sense that, if jSf is a full semiAFL not closed under the operator, a proper
hierarchy is obtained by iterating applications of the operator and if the closure
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214 S. A. GREIBACH

of a full semiAFL under the operator is not contained in some other full
semiAFL, it cannot be contained in the corresponding AFL [21]. These are very
useful properties in gaining strong results in a variety of situations without
examining the details of particular machines or grammars, as shown in [15, 16,
17, 19, 20, 21 and 34]. For example, from the f acts that the family of linear
context-free languages is not closed under concaténation and that its
substitution closure is the family of derivation-bounded (finite index) languages,
one can conclude at once that the family of derivation-bounded languages is
properly contained in the family of context-free languages [15]. Similarly, the
fact that there are nonregular linear context-free languages allows one to
conclude that iterating controls on linear context-free grammars, starting with
the regular sets, produces a proper hierarchy [17, 24], Perhaps the most
impressive example of these techniques appears in Engelfriet's proof of the tree
transducer hierarchy [34], which uses duplication (a special case of homomor-
phic replication) and other operators.

In this paper, we compare the closure of <£ under homomorphic replication
Çkr(&)) with its closure under substitution (^ ( i f ) ) for full semiAFLs if. The
two opérations are strongly independent for full semiAFLs in the sensé that, if ££
is a full semiAFL closed under neither opération, Jtr{ï£) and JlQ(££) are
incomparable.

Turning to # r ( i f ) , the least full AFL containing <£ and closed under
homomorphic replication, we find a different situation. For the family REGL of
regular languages, # r(REGL) is closed under substitution. Further, for a full
semiAFL if, #r(j£f) is substitution closed if and only if either if ç # (REGL)
[so # r (if) = #,. (REGL)] or if is closed under substitution and homomorphic
replication. If if is a full semiAFL closed under substitution but not
homomorphic replication, !Fr(<£) is properly contained in FINITE-VISIT (if),
the closure of ££ under deterministic two-way finite state transductions.

The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we establish notation and give
formai définitions. Section 3 compares JiT{$£) and ̂ c (if). Section 4 discusses
the closure of gfT{<£) under substitution. Section 5 compares #V(REGL) a^d
FINITE-VISIT (if) by showing that a generalized Ogden's lemma holds for the
former but not for the latter.

2. It is assumed that the reader is familiar with the basic concepts of automata
and formai languages as found, for example, in [10] or [30]. Some of the concepts
that are most important for this paper are reviewed hère and notation is
established.

NOTATION: For a string w,\w\ dénotes the length of w. For a finite set S, #S
dénotes the number of members of S. The reversai wR of a string w is the string
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INDEPENDENCE OF SUBSTITUTION AND HOMOMORPHIC REPLICATION 2 1 5

obtained by writing w in reverse order. Let w1=w, wn + x~wwn. For a
language L, LR={wR\w in L) and for a family of languages S£ y

Kleene+ is the opération which takes a language L into
L+ = {wt . . . wn\ n}£ 1, each wteL} . We use e for the empty string. Kleene* is
the opération taking L into L* = L + u { e } . Inverse homomorphism is the
opération determined by a homomorphism h taking L into
h~* (L) = {w | h (w) e L } . By homomorphism, we mean monoid homomorphism,
i. e., a function h: E* -• A* such that for all x, ye£*, fc(x^) = /i(x)ft(j;).

A homomorphism Jz is nonerasing iïh(w)=£eïor w^e. A homomorphism /i is
Knear erasing on a language L if there is a /c>0 such that for all IÜ in L with
| w | ̂  fc, | u? | ̂  fe | /Ï (tü) |. A class if of languages is closed under {nonerasing, linear
erasing) homomorphism if for every language L and any homomorphism h (that is
nonerasing, linear erasing on L), h(L) = {h(w)\weL} is in if.

We shall reserve E with or without subscripts for finite alphabets.
Now we give the définitions and notation used for discussing semiAFLs.

DÉFINITION : A semiAFL is a family of languages containing at least one
nonempty set and closed under union, nonerasing homomorphism, inverse
homomorphism, and intersection with regular sets. A/u// semiAFL is a
semiAFL closed under arbitrary homomorphisms. An AFL (full AFL) is a
semiAFL (full semiAFL) closed under concaténation and Kleene + .

For a family jgp, we use the notation^ (if) [respectively tJ[ (&), ^ {££),§?(<£)}
for the least semiAFL (respectively, full semiAFL, AFL, full AFL)
containing i?. If if = {L}, we write^(L) [respectively, Jf{L), J^(L), #(L)]
and call it a principal semiAFL (respectively, full principal semiAFL,
principal AFL, full principal AFL). For families <£\ and <£2> let

DÉFINITION : Let p be a function from { 1 , . . . , « } into { 1 , R } and for 1 ̂  i ̂  n,

let ht be a homomorphism. The opération on languages defined by

<p, hlf . . ., hny(L)={(h1(w)Yil) . . . (hn(w))>™\weL},

is a homomorphic replication of type p. It is nonerasing if each ht is nonerasing. Let

if p = {< p, hx, . . ., hn > (L) | L e S£, /ix, . . ., fc„ homomorphisms } .

We shall add the subscript r to specify a family closed under homomorphic
replication of the appropriate type. Thus, Jtr{$£) [respectively, <Mr(S£), #V(^)>
^ ] t is the least semiAFL (respectively, full semiAFL, AFL, full AFL)
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216 S. A. GREIBACH

containing ££ and closed under nonerasing homomorphic replication. Clearly, a
full semiAFL or AFL closed under nonerasing homomorphic replication is
closed under homomorphic replication.

Two additional classes of opération we use are the a-transductions and the
substitutions.

DÉFINITION: An a-transducer is a tuple M = {K, E, A, H, q0, F) where K is a
fini te set of states, qoeK,F ^ X, X isa finite input alphabet, A is a finite output
alphabet and H is a finite subset of KxE*xA*xX. An ID (Instataneous
Description) of M is any member of K x P x A*. If (q, uw, y) is an ID and
(q, u, v, q')eH, then we write (q, uw, y)\—(q', w, yv). The relation (-*- among
ID's is the transitive reflexive extension of |—.

For we l* ,

) = {v\3qeF, (q0, w, e)\*- (q, e, v)}

and for a language L,

M(L) = {v\lweLtveM(w)}.

We call M (L) an a-transducer mapping of L Jf.

we call M 1-bounded.
Intuitively, an a-transducer is a nondeterminstic one-way finite state

transducer with accepting states ; output is "légal" only when the machine is in an
accepting state.

We shall use the fact that every full semiAFL is closed under a-transducer
mapping and, more strongly, is characterized by union and a-transducer
mapping [11, 12]. That is, for any family of languages jSf, containing at least one
nonempty language,

are a-transducers}

and for a language L,

Ji(L) = [M(L)\M is an a-transducer} .

Further, restriction to 1-bounded a-transducers causes no loss in power [12].
Properties of semiAFLs and AFLs can be found in [11, 12]; a-transducers are
also described in [7].

DÉFINITION: A substitution x on a finite alphabet Z takes each a in S into a
language x (a). We extend x to words by x (e) = { e} and x (xy) = x (x) x (y) and to
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INDEPENDENCE OF SUBSTITUTION AND HOMOMORPHIC REPLICATION 2 1 7

languages L by x (L) = {u 13 w e L, u e x (w)}. If x (a) is in if for each a in E, then x
is an ^-substitution. If e is not in x (a) for each a in E, then x is nonerasing. For
families of languages i ^ and =£?2» the families of languages obtained by
substituting members of S£2 into S£\ are

1 2 { ( ) | i » T i s a n «S
and

ifx o J£2 = {t(L)\LeJ£f
lt x is a nonerasing if2-substitution} .

If ££ à eSf ! ç if (if â if A ç if), then if is c/oserf wnder substitution (nonerasing
substitution) by JSf j ; if Jg?t & iP ç jgf (Jg?! aJSPç JS?), then if is closed wn^r
substitution {nonerasing substitution) into ifx. If <£à£e<^g (g a if ç if),
then if is closed under substitution (nonerasing substitution).

We add the subscript a to indicate closure under nonerasing substitution.
Thus Jt„{£e) [respectively, Ji($e), J£(JS?), # c ( ^ ) ] is the least semiAFL
(respectively, full semiAFL, AFL, full AFL) containing i£ and closed under
nonerasing substitution. A full semiAFL closed under nonerasing substitution is
closed under substitution [22]. Full semiAFLs are closed under regular
substitution (substitution by regular languages) while full AFLs are also closed
under substitution into regular sets. A semiAFL closed under nonerasing
substitution is an AFL, so SFG(J£) =Jic{£?) and we normally use just^c(jS?) or

We let REGL dénote the family of regular languages and CF the family of
context-free languages. Two useful facts about substitutions are that substitution
(and nonerasing substitution) are associative on semiAFLs [e. g., ^xà

= (^1à^2)à£e3\ and that for any family of languages if,
) = REGLàJk(<£) [11, 12, and 22].

3. In this section, we establish the strong independence of substitution and
homomorphic replication using "syntactic lemmas" akin to those in
références [15] through [21], which state that languages of certain forms can only
be built up in certain ways.

The first syntactic lemma echoes example 3 .1 of [21], the example on p. 27 of
[20] and lemma 4.4 of [18]. It is similar to the "copying" theorems in [2, 8 and 9] ;
a close relative appears in [33].

LEMMA 3.1: Let <£ be a family of languages closed under concaténation by unit
sets (i. e., sets of size 1), intersection with sets of the farm £* for S a finite
vocabulary, and under union and (nonerasing) homomorphism. Let L ç E* be a
language with the following property:
(*) if xyz is in L then either#(LnI*j;I*)^l or else #(L
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218 S. A. GREIBACH

If L=x(L1) for Lx in Çg and x is an <£-substitution {a nonerasing S£-
substitution), then L is in if.

Proof: Let L i ^ E * , let ^^{a in l | # x ( a ) - l } and let I ^ E - L i . The
language L2 = x (L1 nSf) is in if. Suppose uau is in Lt with #x(a)i^2 and
x(u)/07Éx(t>). Let x be in x(u), y in x(a) and z in x(i>). Then xyz is in L. If
lf(Lni:*]; Z*) ̂  2, then # (L n x E* z) = 1, so x (a) - { y}, & contradiction. Hence
there are unique xa and za such that xa yza is in L. Let

and let

^3= U. xax(a)ya.
ainS3

Then L3 is in S£ and so L = L 2 u L 3 is in if. •
Lemma 3 .1 enables us to say that substitutions cannot "help" in building up

certain types of homomorphic replications.

LEMMA 3.2: Let 5£bea semiAFL. Let A^l^,Ae^f and let cbea symbol not
in S. Thenforanyk^3, tlt . . ., tkin{ 1, R) the language L = {whc . . . cwtk\w
in A } is in ̂ #c(if) if and only ifit is in if, and ifS£ is afull semiAFL, L is in
^a(^) if and only ifit is in &.

Proof: The language L has property (*) of lemma 3.1, since for any xyz in L
either y contains at least two c's and uniquely détermines x and z or else x
contains at least one c and uniquely détermines yz or z contains at least one c
and uniquely détermines xy. For a semiAFL if', Ji'G(^) can be obtained from
S£ by repeated nonerasing if-substitutions and MG(J£) by repeated <£-
substitutions. But lemma 3 .1 tells us that if L is not in if', this will not suffice to
obtain Lin^ a(L)or , i f if isalready afull semiAFL, toobtain L in J%a(L). •

THEOREM 3 .3 : Let ££ and ̂ 1be sentiAFLs with S£ closed under linear erasing
homomorphism

(1) MA^Ù^JtA^) if <*nd only

and
J V C i f J ^ J i f ) if and only if

(2) If ^£ is not closed under nonerasing homomorphic replication, then

and if <£ is also afull semiAFL,

R.A.I.R.O. Informatique théorique/Theoretical Computer Science



INDEPENDENCE OF SUBSTITUTION AND HOMOMORPHIC REPLICATION 219

(3) JtG{<£) is closed under nonerasing homomorphic replication if and only if
&=Jtr(&)=J(a(&) and if & is a full semiAFL, Jt„(<£) is closed under
homomorphic replication if and only if <£ =</#,. ( i f)=^C T( if) .

Proof: Suppose if 2 =J?r [Sei) is contained i n ^ a (if). Let A be any member of
if 2 and c a new symbol. Since S£2 is closed under nonerasing homomorphic
replication, {wcwR cw | w in A} is in ^CT(if) and hence, by lemma 3 .2, in if.
Since ^£ is closed under linear erasing homomorphism, 4̂ is in if. A similar
argument appliesto^r (if J.Thisestablishes (1). Statement (2) followsfrom (1),
taking <ex=££, and using the fact that if if is a full semiAFL,

From (2) we know that \i<£^Jtr (&), MQ {£?) is not closed under nonerasing
homomorphic replication. A full semiAFL is closed under homomorphic
replication if and only if it is closed under nonerasing homomorphic replication,
so if if is a full semiAFL with <£^J(r($£)} M^) is not closed under
homomorphic replication. If <gïJtQ{<£), then JfrC£a(.Se)) is not contained
in if [since ^ C T ( i f ) ç ^ ( ^ c ( i f ) ) ] , and hence not in Jt«{S£) by (1). This
establishes (3). •

The analogous resuit for nonerasing substitution is established only for full
semiAFLs, using the fact that if if is a full semiAFL not closed under
homomorphic replication, Jir{<£) is not an AFL.

THEOREM 3 .4 : Let S£ be afull semiAFL and let S£^bea semiAFL. ThenJtr {<£)
is closed under nonerasing substitution into ^1 ifand only ifj? =J4r (<£) =
and i f is closed under nonerasing substitution into 5£x.

Proof : Now

= <£x a (REGL a Âr {&)) - Xx a # {Jïr {

so iïjC{&) is closed under nonerasing substitution into ifw then it is an AFL
and equal to &Y{<£). But ïï&ÎJCt{&)> it is not an AFL [17, 19, 21]. Q

Putting together theorems 3 .3 and 3 .4, we obtain our strong independence
theorem.

THEOREM 3 .5 : Substitution and homomorphic replication are strongly
independent opérations on full semiAFLs in the sense that if <£ is afull semiAFL
not closed under substitution or homomorphic replication, thenJlo (1£) andJlr (£é?)
are incomparable.

GOROLLARY: Thefamily of dérivation bounded languages is incomparable with
thefamily offinite reversai checking automaton languages.

If we try to extend theorem 3 .5 to compare &r{<£) and ^^{Se), a different
situation émerges. For any semiAFL if', M^{5£) is an AFL while for a full
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220 S. A. GREIBACH

semiAFL if, MY{Se) cannot be an AFL unless Jèf =J f
r(if) = ^' r(i?). If

Se #^r(JSP), then not only is «Jv(.Sf) not an AFL but &(Jtr(Se)) is not closed
under homomorphic replication [17, 19, 21]. We can build # r( i?) from S£ by
alternative applications of homomorphic replication and AFL closure as

u 2i for

and

and if JSfo^-Sfi. then J5f£#jSfl+1 for ail i.
Examining the closure of # r ( i f ) under substitution, a curious situation

émerges. For # r(REGL) is closed under substitution and this is basically the
only situation in which substitution closure holds unless Se =Jfrr(J?) = $'r(£f),
and Se is substitution closed, for example, if if is the family of recursively
enumerable languages which is closed under substitution and homomorphic
replication [3]. We discuss this in the next section.

4. We first establish the closure of #r(REGL) under substitution. The only
construction needed already appears in [13], in the proof that S£v is a full
semiAFL whenever if is a full semiAFL. We excerpt the basic idea as
lemma 4 .1 .

LEMMA 4 . 1 : Let Se± and Se2 be full semiAFLs and let p:
{1, . . ., *}->{l , R}. Then

Proof: Part {d) of the proof of theorem 3 .1 of [13] shows how to express
T « P» hlt . . ., hk}(L)) as < p, glt . . ., gk}(x(L)) where x and x are regular
substitutions. The only property of REGL used is closure under inverse
homomorphism, intersection with regular sets and concaténation. Since
(if i)p â if 2 = (if i ) p â # (if 2), we may as well assume that J£2 is an AFL and so
closed under concaténation. Hence any if 2-substitution into a homomorphic
replication of a language L in 5£ i can be expressed as the homomorphic
replication of a language obtained by some if 2-substitution into L, whence the
desired resuit. •

THEOREM 4 .2: Let <£', 5£^ and ££2 be full semiAFLs such that
S£ ! d S£ 2 ç &r{Se). Then # r ( i f x) àSe2^ &Y{Se). Inparticular, &r{Se) is closed
under substitution into #r(REGL).

Proof: Let sfQ = &i and for i^O, let s#i+ x =&{Jfr(if)) = REGLaMt(

R.A.I.R.O. Informatique théorique/Theoretical Computer Science
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We use lemma 4.1 to establish by induction on i, that sit à &2 ^ ^T {<&) and
hence # r (if x) a <£2<^ÉFr {SS), The basis step, z = 0, is true by hypothesis. Now
assume that we have shown the inclusion to hold for i^O. Then

= (REGLàJlr(j*d)è <£2-REGLa(JV(J

ç REGL â (u?P (j^i a J8?2)) by lemma 4 .1 ,

çREGL a # r (if) by the induction hypothesis,

If we take i f 1 = REGL and jgf2 = #r(JSf), we can conclude that # r ( i f ) is
closed under substitution into #,- (REGL). •

COROLLARY: #r(REGL) is closed under substitution.

Now we wish to show that theorem4.1 is the best result of its kind possible in
the sense that, for full semiAFLs, ^V(JSf) is closed under substitution into if 1 if
and only if either jSf t is contained in #r(REGL) or Jïf is itself already an AFL
closed under homomorphic replication and under substitution into jSf x. Our
approach is to establish a dichotomizing syntactic lemma which says that, if a
particular type of substitution is in # r ( i f ) , either one language is in # r(REGL)
or another is in if v if*. This requires some way of explicitly expressing
members of fPr(££) in terms of members of if\

Unfortunately, we do not know of an attractive characterization of lFr(y).
One can use a complex expression scheme generalizing the < p, hx, . . ., hn > (L)
formulation for ÉFr{<£) or specialized machine formulations —for example, a
nested restriction on the finite visit if-based automata [19] or adding to the fimte
reversai if-based automata a finite number of single reversai tapes in a nested
fashion. We shall define a family of special language operators v^ s such that ail
members of # r (^) can be obtained as a-transducer images of v̂  s (L) for L in 5£.
The idea is to use brackets to nest alternate replications and applications of
Kleene +.

DÉFINITION : Let L ç E+ be a language and let [1( J, . . ., [kt k] be 2 k reserved
symbols. For s ^ l , let vO)S(I) = I and for ïg:0, let

v ' i + U s ( L ) = {[i + 1{[i + 1 w i + l] [ i + i w R
i + l ] ) s

i + l ] \ w i n v i t S ( L ) }

a n d

LEMMA 4 .3 : Let if be a full semiAFL. Let c?0^g> = <g0 and for i^O let
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222 S. A. GREIBACH

and
{ U \ , Lin

The for ail i^O,

Proof: The proof proceeds by induction on i. The basis step i = 0 is obvious.
Assume that the lemma is true for some i^0. Clearly v'i + XtS(L) is in MY(vit s(L))
and Vi +1( s (L) is in # (v-+ Xt s(L)). By the induction hypothesis, vt> s(L) is in if ; for
L in if, and hence vi + ltS(L) is in if̂  + i, whence 9i+x ^ i^i + i-

The outer brackets in v-+ ̂  S(L) serve as endmarkers, so
#(v;+ 1 ) S(L))=^(v i + lsS(L))foranyL [12], Hence to show that JSfi + 1 ç ^ £ + 1,it
suffices to show that any language i n ^ r (J?i) can be expressed as an a-transducer
mapping of v-+1)S(L) for some L in if and s^ l .

Consider Jdr (^t). It suffices to consider a language of the form
Lx = (p, hx, . . ., h2ny (L2) for L2 in S£u the fy non-length-increasing
homomorphisms and p (j) = 1 if and only if; is odd [17,19, 21]. By the induction
hypothesis, L2 = Mx (vit s (L3)) for L3 in if, s ̂  1 and an a-transducer
M1=(Klt'Zi> A, Hlt qo,Fx) where Ef = E u {[jtj\\ 1 ̂ j ^ i } for a finite
vocabulary Z not including any bracket symbol. We can assume that n^s (by
adding, if needed, new wvo R and new homomorphisms which only erase) and that
Mx is 1-bounded [7, 12], and #Fx = 1. Further, since wordsin vuS(L3)contain at
most 4(2* — 1) bracket symbols in a row, by using the states to rearrange
transitions we can assume that Mx gives empty output on bracket symbols (i. e.,
H1 contains no transitions (p, \j, w, q)or(p, J, w, q) withiü^e),hasnoeinput
rules ((p, e, w, q)) initially, terminally or in between bracket symbols and is
deterministic on bracket symboîs in the sense that for b in Ê  — E and q in Kx

there is at most one p in Kx with (q, b, e, p) in Hx and at most one p' with
{pf,b,e,q) inHi. We shall alter L3 and Mx to obtain an a-transducer
deterministic everywhere, so that we can be sure that each hj is applied to the
same w.

We want to construct an a-transducer M2 such thaï

for some language L in if. We need some auxiliary définitions. Let nt be the
projection on the ith coordinate of a tuple (i. e., ni(ali . . ., an) = ai for m^i).
For a in S u {e } , let Fa be the collection of ail possible (2 s)1' -tuples of members
ofifo = {(4, a,u, q')\{q, a,u, a/) in H1 };for a = e we assume that H x contains ail
quadruples (g, e, e, q) for g in Kx.

Let a be the homomorphism defined by g (y) = a for y in Fa, a in Z u { e } . Let
L = a "x (L3). Clearly L is in if. What we have done is to encode each symbol of a
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INDEPENDENCE OF SUBSTITUTION AND HOMOMORPHIC REPLICATION 2 2 3

word in L3 by some guess as to the quadruples applied by Mx in each of its (2 s)1

visits to that symbol during a successful computation of Mt on that word; some
choices may be incorrect and will cause M2 to block. Our special assumptions on
M y ensure that we do not have to specify Mx§ actions on brackets and so
brackets can remain brackets. The new a-transducer M2 will act on v'i+ljn(L).

The a-transducer M 2 will have state set Kx x({ 1, 2, . . ., 2n})i + 1. In a state
tei>ii» • • . tji>ji+i)> <1 indicates the state of Mx being simulated and ji + 1 the
replicate fy(+1 (u>) currently under construction. The integer7,-1 is, roughly
speaking, the number of [t . . . t] subwords read since the last occurrence of t+J
or a reset Q)2 ([t)

2 (corresponding to an application of Kleene+), and
(il* • • ., ji) gives base 2 s the visit of M x to the symbol in L3 currently simulated.
Machine M2 must reconstruct w 2n times and output hji+i(w) or (hji+i(w))R.
Further complications occur because if n # s there are "dummy" subwords to
skip and for the reversed replicates computations of Mi must be simulated
backwards.

We define the transition set of M2, H2, as foliows, for M 2 acting on input a:
(1) Transitions to simulate Mx on subwords of ot which are in L3 .

Let \<.jt<.2s for l^t^i, let d be in Ta for a in S u {e} and let
i

r = 1 + YJ Ut — l)f " 1 » Y = Kr{d) and 1 ̂ jt +1^2n. The integer r indicates the visit

of Mi to the symbol a encoded by d, whilej i + 1 indicates the current replicate
simulated. Forji+1 odd, the replicate is of the form fy.+i (w), so if M 2 is in the state
indicated by the rth coordinate of d, it outputs hh+i (K3 (y)) and changes to the
indicated next state. For7 i + 1 even, the replicate is of the form hji+i(w

R), so the
actions of Mx must be reversed. If a = e, M2 simulâtes either a "real" action of Mx

on e input or else a dummy (q, e, e, q) transition:

(A) For j i + l odd, H2 contains

((ni(Y).ii ii+i). à, hji+i(n3(y)), (n4(y)tjx ,ji+i)l

(B) Forj^+ 1 even, H2 contains

If n ̂  s, there are extra replicates of w in L which do not correspond to actions
of Mi on g (w) in L3 . Hence M2 must skip such occurrences, using the next set of
rules.

(2) Transitions to skip extra subwords.
Ifjt is greater than 25 for any t ^ i + 1 , then H2 contains for all q in K, a in

L u {e}, d in Ta, the transition

((fl.il. • • -Ji+i)> d> e,(<i>Ji' • * -Ji+i))-
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Now we define the transitions for reading brackets. Initially, M 2 must read a
bracket séquence from [i+ x to [t and simulate the initial transitions of M1 while,
at the end, M2 is reading a reversed word and so simulâtes the initial transitions
of Mi in reverse order.

(3) Initial and Final Transitions. Let

w = ([t)2 • • • (ti)2 and suppose {q0, w, e)\—(q, e, e).
M,

Then H2 contains the transitions

((qo.l....,l).\i+i[i + iw,e,(q.l 1))

a n d

((q, In. . . ., 2n), (i + 1])2Q)2 . . . G])2, e, (q0. 2n, . . ., 2n)).

We must also reinitialize the simulation of Mi whenever M2 passes from the
ji + !-st replicate to the next one, marked by reading the bracket
séquence i + 1] [i+1. This is handled by the next séquence of rules.

(4) Transitions to reinitialize the simulation of Mx. Let

u > i = U ) 2 . . . ( J ) 2 and ^ 2 = ( D 2 - . . ( [ i ) 2

and suppose (p,wlt e)\— (X e, e) for ƒ in F and (q0, w2, e)^-(qf e, e).

(A) lîji + x is odd, then H2 contains

((p, 2n, . . ., 2n,ji+1), wli + i] [i + 1w2, e, (p, 2n, . . ., 2

(B) If ji + 1 is even, then H2 contains

((q, 1, . . ., l , ; i + 1), w1 i + 1] [i+1 w2, e, {q, 1, . . ., l , ; i + 1 + l)).

Finally, we need the transitions to simulate the action of M± on strings of
bracket symbols which are not initial or final. These strings are of two kinds,
marking transfer from one subword y of a in some vt't „ (L3) either into another
subword of a in v'tt „ (L3) (corresponding to an application of Kleene +) or into a
replicate of y. The first kind [represented in rule set (5) below] resets ail jm for
m ^ t while the second kind [rule set (6) below] also increases7r+x.

(5) Transitions to simulate Mx on bracket strings within vf)„(L3).

Let l^t^i, and let l ^ ; m ^ 2 n f o r t + l ^ m ^ 2 n .

Let l ü - d ] ) 2 . . . (J)2 ([()
2 . . . (h)2 and suppose that

(p, w, e)£-\q, e, e).
Mi
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(A) For j i + 1 odd, H2 contains

((p, 2n, . . ., 2n,jt+lt . . .,ji+x), w, e, (q, 1 l j t + i . • • •»Ji+i))-

and
(B) For j i + l even, H2 contains

{(q, 1, . . ., l , j t + 1 , . . .,;'i+i), w> c (p, 2n, . . ., 2n,jt+1 ; i + 1))

(6) Transitions to simulate Mt on bracket strings within

L e t O S ^ i - 1 andiü = d])2 . . . (J)2
t + 1] L+i (tt)2 • • • tti)2

Suppose that

(p,w,e)[±(q,ef e)
Mi

and l è / t + 1 ^ 2 n - l :
(A) For j i + 1 odd, H2 contains

( ( p , 2 n , . . ,,2n,jt + 1, ji + 1), w, e, (q, 1, . . ., l,7*t+1 + l, .

(B) For7*i + 1 even, H2 contains

((q, 1, ..., l , j t + i + l,A+2, • • -Ji+i), w> e> {P> 2n, . . ., 2n,jt+lt

This complètes the construction. It can be shown that Lx = M2 (vf
i + 1} s(L)). Q

REMARK: Theorem 3.2 pf [13] asserts that if JS? is a full principal AFL,
then #"(ifD) is a full principal AFL. Lemma 4 .3 can be considered a
generalization, saying that a family of generators of 5£ correspond in a uniform
way to a family of generators of # r ( i f ) . The extra complication in the proof is
needed to have one set of brackets suffice, and use languages in <£ as building
blocks.

Now we establish our lemma governing the existence of certain types of
substitution languages in #

DÉFINITION: For languages Lx and L2, Lx ç SJ, let

-z(Llf L2) = {a1w1 . . . OnW^üi . . . a„ in L l f each a,- in E^ and ̂  in L 2 }

u { e | if e is in L j } .

Clearly, x(Lx, L2) = ̂ (^i) for t n e substitution x(a) = a L 2 .

LEMMA 4 .4 : Let Lx ç Z j , L2 Ç S^, Z t n X2 = / Ç). Let JSP be a full semiAFL.
Ifx(Llt L2) is in #,(JSf), either Lx is in # r (REGL) or L2 is in<£ v &R.

Proof: Let L = x{Llf L2) be in # r (if). By lemma 4 .4 , there are k, s ̂  1, an a-

transducer M and a language L in i f such that L = M(vfc>s(L)).
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We shall now define from M and L two languages L x and L 2 such that L x is in
#V (REGL), L2 is in if v <£R, and Lt c Lf, i = 1, 2. Then we shall show that for
words oftheform ^(a! . . . an, w) = a1 w . . . an uunLwithn^2,each aiinltl

and w in L2, either a1 . . . anisïn Lx ov wis in L2. Finally we shall be able to
conclude that either LX=L1 or L2—L2.

Let L ^ A* and let Ak = A u {[Js J11 ̂  j ^ /c} . There are non-length-increasing
homomorphisms g and h and a regular set R such that L = g{h~1 (vkj s (L)) n R)
[11, 12]. Let Zi: F*->A£. Let

B1 = {binT\h(b) = [1} and B2 = {b in A\h{b) = J} .

We can assume that B1j=Ç)J=B2or else L would be empty. Since & is regular,
there is a congruence relation on F* with congruence classes Clf . . ., Cn such
that R is the union of some of the Q [28]. Let Ait j^Ctn (C ƒ . For t in { 1, R},
say that (i,j, y) has property (•, t) if y* is in / ^ ( L J n A ^ and there are u, v
in F*, bi in Bx, b2 in £2 such that w = ubxyb2v is in ^ and
h{w) = h(M) [i /i(y) i] fc (v) is in vk> s(L). Suppose (i, j , y) has property (•, t ) and x'
isin h~i(L)nAifj. Form u;' from u? by replacing ail occurrences of biyafc2,ain
{1,2^} and bj in Bt, by bi xa b2. Since /i is non-length-increasing and /i (xf) is in L,
h {w') is still in vK s (L) ; since x is congruent to y and x* to yR, w' is still in R. Thus,
if (i, j , y) has property (•, t), (i,j,x) has property (•, t) for ail x* in
h~l (L) n 4̂fj j , so we say that (i, 7) has (•, t) if any (Ï, 7, y) does. The crucial point
is that if (i,j) has (•, t), ail words in g(h~1 (L*) n Ait j) actually appear as
subwords of words in L. Let Mx be the a-transducer acting on (L1 u S2)* such
that M1{w) = {y in Z^ | w = uaybv, a, b in Sx } . Let

L 2 = U Mi
(i,/)has(*tl)

u U

Since words in ^(fe~1(Lt)nylj>j) are subwords of words of L when (i,j) has
(•, t), L2^L2. Clearly L2 is in if v j5fR. Now we must define Lx.

Let/be the homomorphism defined by ƒ {a)~a, a in 1^ and/ (a) = e, a in Z2.
For a in Êi u {e } , let (a, i, j) be a new symbol if there is a y in h~1 (L) n ^ 7 such
that ƒ (g (y)) = a, and let T be the set of ail such symbols. Extend g and h by
h((a, i,j)) = (a, i,j) and g((a, ï,j)) = a. Let M t be the a-transducer which
nondeterministically either acts as the identity on F* or replaces a word in AUj
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by a symbol (a, i, j) in T, and let Rx = Mx {R). Let L1^f{g{h~1 (vk) s(T)) n Rx)).

Clearly Lx is in # r (REGL) since Tis finite and so regular. If w is in vK S(T), each

symbol (a, i, j) in w can be replaced by a word h (y) or (h (y))R in L with y in v4£f j

and ƒ (# ()>))=ƒ (g {{a, i,j))) = a in such a way that the resulting word w' is in

vfcj s (L). If x is in h ~1 (w), we can replace {a, i, j) in x by j ; or y* as above so that the

resulting word x' is in h~1(wf) and if x is in Rx, x' is in R. Thus g (xf) is in L and

/ (0M)=/ (0 (x ' ) ) is in f (L)=LX, $of(g(x)) is in Lx . Hence Lt^Llt

Considéra word \x(a1 . . . an, w)\nL. For some x in v f c ) 5(L),zin/i"1 (x)nR,
\i{ax . . . an, w) — g(z). We can décompose x as

the yt in L u L* and the w, strings of brackets, and zas z = v1zi . . . vmzmvm + x,
h (zt) = yt. Iîf(g (zt)) e 5^ u { e} for ail Ï, 1 ̂  I ̂  m, we say that ax . . . an splits in
ji(ai . . . aB, Ï-Ü). In that case, each # could be replaced by a symbol of 7", so
ax . . . a„isin L,. I f n ^ 2 a n d a ! . . . an does not split in ja(ai . . . an, M;), then for
some /, alwal+i is a subword of some g(zk). For some i,j, t, (i,j, zl) has
property (•, t) and weAf1fe(zfc))f so weL2.

If for each ax . . . an in Z^ there is a w in L2 such that at . . . a„ splits in
(̂ajL . . . a„, w), L 1 = L 1 so L1G«#'r(REGL). Otherwise there is a word

ax . . . an in Li with n ^ 2 (since a! necessarily splits in \i{ax, w) üaxeLx n E J
such that for ail w in L2, ax . . . an does not split in \i(ax . . . a„, w); hence
L2=L2e& vif*. D

Lemma 4 .4 has the following useful conséquence.

LEMMA 4 . 5 : Let jgf, i f j ató JS?2 6e ƒ«« semiAFLs such that ££xà<£2 is
contained in 8Fr (JS?). ƒƒ <£t is not contained in # r (REGL), then S£2 is contained in
££ v <£R and if Se2 is not contained in <£ v J2*f J2fx fa contained in # r (REGL) .

Proof: Suppose i f x is not contained in # r (REGL). Then there is a language
Lx in S£x but not in # r (REGL) such that Lx ç S ^ for some vocabulary Zx.
Consider an arbitrary language L2 in J2f 2. Since full semiAFLs are closed under
renaming and addition and deletion of the empty word, it suffices to consider

S£ v SâK. The argument if if2 is not contained in i f v ££R is similar. •
Now we are ready to draw some conclusions about the substitution of # „

into or by another full semiAFL.

THEOREM 4 . 6 : Let <£ and ££x befull semiAFLs:

(1) !Fr(£é?) is closed under substitution into ££\ if and only if either S£x is
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contained in #r(REGL) or S£ = # r ( i f ) and i? is closed under substitution
into <£x.

(2) ÉFr{$£) 15 closed under substitution by $£ x if and only ifeither both S£ and
<£x are contained in #(REGL), orji^i) is contained either in <£ or in £eK and
g à<£x is contained in # r ( i f ) .

Proof: First observe that if ^x is contained in #r(REGL), then # r ( i f ) is
closed under substitution into $£x by theorem 4.2. Next, assume that # r ( i f ) is
closed under substitution into 5£\ and that if 1 is not contained in #r(REGL).
Now if ! à # r ( i f ) ç &A^Y By lemma 4.5, # r ( i f ) is contained in if v if *
and hence # r (if ) = if v S£R. If S£ #if*, then $£ v if*is not an AFL[15]. Thus
# r {Se) =<e = £eR and if is closed under substitution into if t. This
establishes (1).

If if and JSf± are both contained in #r(REGL), then

so &r(J£) is closed under substitution by S£\. On the other hand, if
£eà£ei<^&r($e), theorem 4.2 tells us that # r ( i f ) is closed under
substitution by S£x.

Now suppose that &r(<£) is closed under substitution by i ^ . Then
S£à<£1^&r{<£), and ^ ^ â ^ J i f i ) ç # r ( i f ) . If JSP is not contained in
# r(REGL) then, by lemma 4.5, Jt^^ is contained in if v <£R. Hence
^ ( J ï f i) must be contained in either ^£ or S£K [15]. Finally, suppose that if ! is
not contained in # r(REGL). SincetJ

r
a(if1)=tJ

r
CT(if1)âeJ

r
a(if1) is contained

in # r (if), by lemma 4.5, ̂ CT(JZ^) is contained in S£ v ££R and hence in either
Se or if15. This establishes (2). •

A conséquence of theorem 4.6 worthy of special attention is the following. It
is immédiate from theorem 4.6(1), taking 5£^=S£\

THEOREM 4.7: Let <£ be a fuïl semiAFL. Then &T{<£) is closed under
substitution if and only if either if is contained in #r(REGL), so
# r (if) = # r (REGL) or <£ is closed under both substitution and homomorphic
replication,

5. If S£ is a full semiAFL, then the closure of S£ under deterministic two-way
finite state transductions is FINITE. VISIT(^), the family of languages
accepted by the one-way if-based preset Turing machines of [19] restricted to a
finite number of visits per working tape square. (A one-way if-based preset
Turing machine has a one-way input tape and one working tape preset to words
in L for some L in S£.) If we restrict the number of reversais rather than visits of
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i?-based preset Turing machines, we obtain FINITE-REVERSAL (jg?) which is
equal to Jkr{t£) and also to the closure of j£? under iterating controls on linear
context-free grammars. For the special case S£ = REGL, FINITE-
REVERSAL (REGL) is the family of languages accepted by finite reversai
checking automata, while FINITE-VISIT (REGL) is the family of languages
accepted by finite visit checking automata. If JSP is a full AFL not closed under
homomorphic replication, FINITE-REVERSAL {$£) is not a full AFL while
FINITE-VISIT (Sf) is an AFL [19]. Thus "most of the time", FINITE-
VISIT (if) property contains FINITE-REVERSAL (if), so visits are more
powerful than reversals.

For any full AFL JSP, we have

FINITE . REVERSAL (i?) ç # r ( i f ) ç FINITE. VISIT (if).

We shall now show that, if if is closed under substitution but not homomorphic
replication, these containments are always proper. Since FINITE. VISIT (if) is
closed under substitution for any substitution closed full semiAFL if', this
follows from theorem 4.7 when i£ is not contained in # r(REGL).

It remains to show that # r(REGL) is property contained in
FINITE. VISIT (REGL). We do so by showing that, although
FINITE. VISIT (REGL) does have stronger itérative properties than those
established in [19], the itérative properties of # r(REGL) are still stronger.

First we show that if a generalized Ogden's lemma [29] holds for a full
semiAFL if', it does so for $T(<£). We call a language for which a generalized
Ogden's Lemma holds a strongly itérative language.

DÉFINITION : A language L is strongly k-iterative for k ^ 1, if for each t ̂  1 there
are itération numbers p, csuchthatifwisin L, | w | ^ p and por more positions of
w are désignated as distinguished, then we can factor w as

w h e r e : w = ulVl...ukvkuk+1,

(1) For some z, v( contains at least t distinguished positions, ut and ui + 1 each
contain at least one distinguished position and UiVtUi+x contains at most q
distinguished positions.

(2) For each n^O, ux v\ . . . ukv\ uk+1 is in L.

We call L strongly itérative if it is strongly fc-iterative for some k^ 1. A family
of languages is strongly itérative if each of its members is strongly itérative.

The property of being strongly itérative is preserved by homomorphic
replication and by substitution. The next lemmas generalize results in [13,17,19,
24 and 25], and are similar to results in [35] for a slightly different property,
"locally linear"
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LEMMA 5 .1 : If S£ is a strongly itérativefull semiAFL, thenJ(r(J£) is strongly
itérative.

Proof: If Lx is in^P( if) , we can express it as Li = < p, hlt . . . ,hmy(L)îor L
in <£ and the h{ non-length-increasing homomorphisms. Let L be strongly k-
iterative. We claim that Lt is strongly /cm-iterative. For t^ 1, let p, q satisfy the
définition of strongly fe-iterative for L. Let p1=mp and qx=q. Consider w in L1

with\w\^p1.Thcnw^(h1{x))p(1) . . . (/im (x))p (m) for x in L.Designateanypi or
more positions in w as distinguished. At least p distinguished positions must lie in
some (hj (x))p (J) and, since hj is not length increasing, must correspond to at least
p positions in x which we call distinguished positions in x. Thus there is a
factorization x = u1v1 . . . ukvkuk + 1 satisfying (1) and (2) of the définition of
strongly fc-iterative. Then the factorization

satisfies (1), (2) of the définition of strongly /cm-iterative with the (fcj-(ÜÉ))
P (j)

providing the km itérative factors, since distinguished positions in x and hj(x)
are in one-one correspondent. •

LEMMA 5 .2 : If jSf x and ££ 2 are strongly itérative full semiAFLs, then ^?
1 â <£%

is strongly itérative.

Proof: Let Lx = x(L) for L ^ 2 * , Lin if x and each x (a) in i?2f ain Z.LetLbe
strongly /c-iterative and eachx(a) strongly ^-itérative. We claim that Lx is
strongly /q-iterative for /c1 = Max({/c} u {ka\a inZ}). For t^l, letp, q be the
itération numbers for L and pa, qa those for x(a), a inE. Let

px=pMax({pa\ainIt})
and

Consider u; in L with lu j^pj and call any px or more positions in w
distinguished. We can write w = Wi . . . wm, each wt in x(a,-), at in L and
y = ax . . . am in L. There are two cases. If some wt contains at least pa,
distinguished positions, we can use the factorization for wt inherited fromx(af)
since we are free to substitute for ax any member of x (a,); if ka. is less than klt we
let the other k1—küi factors be the empty word. Suppose no wt contains pa_
distinguished positions. Thus there are at least p subwords wt which contain at
least 1 but no more than pai distinguished positions. If wt contains distinguished
positions, let at be distinguished in y. Hence we have a factorization
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y = u1vx . . . ukvkuk + 1 satisfying(l) and (2) of the définition of strongly
/c-iterative. Let

. • . x{uk)x{vk)x(uk + 1) . . .x(ütl)T(uti + 1)

1 v" . . .ukv
l
k
tuk + l

isinLforeachn^O,x(w1)(T(t;1))'1 . . . x (ufc) (x {vk))
n . . . x(wfci + 1 ) i s inL 1 for each.

n^O. lf ut ViUi + 1 satisfies (1) of the définition for L, then x(vt) contains at least t
distinguished positions, x(u() and x(ui+l) contain distinguished positions and
x{uiviui+x) contains at most qMax({pa— l\a inS}) distinguished posi-
tions. •

Since # r (jSf ) is obtained from i f by alternating closure under homomorphic
replication and closure under substitution into regular sets and all regular sets
are strongly 1-itérative, we have the next theorem.

THEOREM 5 . 3 : lf <£ is a strongly itérative Juli semiAFL, so are
and Jk «(<£).

Since every context-free language is strongly 2-iterative [29], we have the
foliowing corollary.

COROLLARY: # r (REGL) and # r ( C F ) are strongly itérative.

Showing that a particular member of FINITE. VISIT (REGL) is not strongly
itérative is long and tedious.

LEMMA 5 .4: Let Lx = { anbn | n ̂  1} and let L consist of all and only words of the
farm w1 $w2 where

wl^dxxy1cyix^d . . . dxmymcy*x*d

and

for m^2, X;, yt in Lx for l^i^Lm. Then L is not strongly itérative.

Proof: The idea is to find w for which the desired itérative factors exist but not
as subwords of w. Suppose that L were strongly /c-iterative. Let t = 2 and let p, q
be the required itération numbers for L.

Let w = wx $ w2 be in L where wx and w2 are expressed as above, m = p + 1 and
x^Xj and yi#yJ- for Ï # J and x^yj for all i, . Call the second through the
( p + l ) s t <fs in wx distinguished. Then we have wx$w2=ux vx .'. . ukvkuk + x

and s, l^s^k such that vs contains at least 2 distinguished positions. us and
ws+1 each contain at least 1 distinguished position and w(n) = ux vx . . . ukvk*uk+x

is in L for all n ̂  0. Thus vs lies wholly in wx and does not contain the first two or
the last two d's in wx.
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Now vs cannot start and end with d or else w(2) would contain two d's in a
row. Thus vs = $dyda for otp in [a, b, c}+ and wt has a subword

. . . usv*us+l

with od (3 and a(3x in

L2 = { a"1 Z?"1 a"2b"2 cb"2a"2b"1 an' \ nlt n2 ̂  1}.

Further, if nx, n2 are the exponents for a t p and n3, n4 for aPi, no two of the four
integers are the same. Now L contains w(0)^=u1u2 . . . usus+l . . . uk + 1 which
has a subword

and

which has a subword

so ax Pi and aP are also in L2. Either a or p contains c\ suppose it is p, then
a = ai. If a contains any b's, this détermines nx and so n3 = nlf a contradiction.
Hence a is in a* and p is a member of L2 with | a | a's removed from the left end.
A similar argument applies if a contains c.

Let y\z = yf ]i z~yy'. We can write

vs = (ar\xi)yicyfxfdxi + 1yi+1cyf+1xf+1d . . . dxi+tyi+tcyf+txf+tdar

with t ̂  1. Write w (n) = w1 (n) f w2 (n).

Now w2 has a subword

. . . dyi.1xicxf-1y^1dyixi+1cxf+1yid . . . dyi + txi+t + l cxf+t+1 yf+td . . .

For n ̂ 2 , i^i (n) has a subword

which by the définition of L means that w2 (n) has a subword

tcxf+tyf+t-1

But since all the x̂  and yt in w are distinct, dyt +1 xf cxf j;f+, d cannot be a subword
of u; and so this itérative factor in w2 (ri) cannot be obtained as a subword of w.
This is a contradiction. Hence L is not strongly itérative. •
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COROLLARY: There is a language L in FINITE. VISIT (REGL) which is not
strongly itérative.

Proof: It remains to show that the language L in lemma 5.4 is in
FINITE. VISIT (REGL). Clearly L, and so f(Lx Lt d)+ $ are in
FINITE. VISIT (REGL). A two-way deterministic finite state transducer acting
on $ {LyLyd)" S can interpret an input string g x1 y± d. . .dxmymd $ as
giving the xt and yt for words in L and first go right and then left over xt yt to
produce dxt yt cyf xf d, on reading the right hand $ out put $ and then return to
the ûrst $, now scanning yt dxi + i to give dyt xi+ x cxf+ x yf+ x d} and finally finish
on again scanning the right hand $. Since FINITE.VISIT (REGL) is closed
under two-way deterministic finite state transducer mapping, it contains L. •

We can state the main resuit of this section.

T H E O R E M 5 . 5 : If 5£ is a full AFL closed under substitution but not
homomorphic replication

S£ c FINITE. REVERSAL (&) c &r(X) c FINITE . VISIT (JSP).
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